
  

English Learners with Impairments 
And ACCESS/Alt ACCESS Accommodations 

 
Assessing students when there are no appropriate 

accommodations for one or more ACCESS domains  

 
 

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) requires that a state provide appropriate accommodations for English 
Learners (ELs) with disabilities. If an EL has a disability that precludes assessment in one or more domains of the ELP assessment 
such that there are no appropriate accommodations for the affected domain, assess the student’s ELP based on the remaining 
domains in which it is possible to assess the student (34 CFR § 200.6(h)(4)).  

In New Mexico, we will use the State Defined Optional Data field to indicate a student who cannot be accommodated for one or 
more domains to ensure that the student will receive an overall composite score based on the scores of the domains that the 
student is able to complete.  

Please see the ACCESS Accessibility and Accommodations Supplement at: 
https://wida.wisc.edu/sites/default/files/resource/ACCESS-Accessibility-Accommodations-Supplement.pdf.  

If a student has an impairment that cannot be accommodated on the ACCESS or Alternate ACCESS assessment, please indicate 
this in the State Defined Optional Data field under Demographics using one of the codes below. Please ensure that the student’s 
IEP or 504 Plan states that the student is unable due to the impairment to take one or more domains on ACCESS for ELLs and 
that there is no accommodation for the affected domain(s).  

For example, a student unable to produce functional speech but who uses an Augmentative/Alternative Communication (AAC) 
device would not be included in the State Defined Optional Data field, nor would a student with visual impairment who can be 
accommodated with large print (LP).  

Please use one of the following codes in the State Defined Optional Data field: 

1 = hearing impairment (HI)  

2 = visual impairment (VI)  

3 = speaking domain for students taking the braille version (VIBR)  

4 = non-verbal (NV)  

For questions concerning EL students with impairments, please contact Elizabeth Russom, Program Manager, Assessment Bureau 
at elizabeth.russom@state.nm.us or (505) 827-5861. 
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